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1  The Eastern Himalaya and
the Mongoloid myth

George van Driem

1. Defining the Eastern Himalaya

In the west, the Himalayas are punctuated by the TiriC MTr in the Hindu
Kush at 7,708 m and by the K2 in the Qaraqoram at 8,661 m. In the
east, the Himalayas are punctuated by the Gans dKar-po [k'^g ka:p5] in
eastern Tibet at 6,740 m and the Hkakabo Razi in northern Burma at
5,881 m. The Himalayan massif runs a vast length of over 3,600 km
from the Hazarahjat highlands in the west to the Liangshan in the east.
The Eastern Himalaya can be said to encompass the eastern half of the
Himalayas, beginning from the Dhaulagiri 8,167 m in central Nepal
on eastward. The KalT GandakT River, which flows just at the foot of
the Dhaulagiri, bisects the great Himalayan range into two halves of
roughly equal length.

Although the Himalayas are the highest mountain range on our
planet, they form no watershed, since many of the rivers are of greater
antiquity than the mountains themselves. The Himalayas only began
to rise long after the Tethys Sea shrivelled up some 35 million years
ago and the once insular habitat of the Indian subcontinent had
fused with the Eurasian mainland. Like a number of other prominent
Himalayan rivers, the KalT GandakT runs right through the Himala
yas, originating on the Tibetan plateau and coursing down through
the mountains onto the Gangetic plain. This dramatic invagination at
the very centre of the Himalayan range is prominently visible to any
airplane passenger flying across the Gangetic plain. For ethnolinguis-
tic phylogeography, the KalT GandakT demarcates a vast region known
as the Eastern Himalaya, which extends eastward all the way into the
Indo-Burmese borderlands and the Chinese provinces of Yunnan and
Sichuan and constitutes an area of pivotal importance to population
prehistory.
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2. The Mongoloid myth

As a species, we have always been obsessed with how we look and in
which ways we appear to be similar or different from one another. The
ancient Hindu caste system and the apartheid system of South Africa
were just two of many systems based on our perceptions of caste, tribe
and race. Even before the Portuguese first set foot in Japan in 1542,
Europeans were trying to come to grips with the human phenotypical
diversity which they observed in the peoples whom they met on their
voyages across the seas. Today we understand that in scientific terms,
there is actually no such thing as race (Cavalli-Sforza et al. 1994). We
are all members of one large human family. The relationship between
genes, their phenotypical expression and their pleiotropic interplay is
inordinately complex, and our individual differences often tend to be
larger than the differences between groups.

Historically, long before the discovery of the molecular mechanisms
underlying genetics, scholars resorted to superficial classifications in
their attempts to understand human diversity. Classification was con
ducted on the basis of somatology, which involved crude observations
about external appearance. In 1758, in the famous tenth edition of
his Systema Naturce, Carl Linnseus distinguished between four geo
graphical subspecies of Homo sapiens, i.e. europaeus, afer, asiaticus
and americanus. Later, Johann Friedrich Blumenbach, in a dissertation
which he defended at Gottingen in 1775, distinguished between what
he imagined were five human races, namely the 'white' Caucasiae, the
'yellow' Mongolicae, the 'black' Aethiopicae, the 'red' Americanae and
the 'brown' Malaicae (1776 [1795]: xxiii, xxiv). With his coinages,
Blumenbach single-handedly invented the 'Mongoloid' and 'Cauca-
soid' races. With regard to his Varietas Caucasia, Blumenbach opined:

The name of this variety is taken from the Caucasus mountains, as
well as, indeed, most of the southern flank thereof, in the Georgian
area, where the most beautiful race of men is to be found and in
whom all the physiological reasons converge so that it may be
presumed that the first human beings are likely to have been native
to this region.

(1795/1776: 303)^

*• Later, Johann Christian Erxleben recognised four of the same races
as Blumenbach but under different names, with his Homo sapiens
europaeus, asiaticus, afer and americanus (1777:1,2) corresponding
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to Blumenbach's Varietas Caucasia, Mongolica, Aethiopica and
Americana (1795 [1776]: 304, 307, 310, 319) respectively. As
opposed to Blumenbach's Varietas Malaica, Erxleben distinguished
no separate Malay race, but he made finer distinctions in northern
Asia, distinguishing a more northerly Homo sapiens tatarus from
the Chinese phenotype, which he termed Homo sapiens asiaticus,
and he grouped Lapps, Samoyeds and other Uralic peoples under
a distinct heading named Homo sapiens lappo. In France in 1801,
Julien-Joseph Virey basically followed Blumenbach in recognising
five races, but he outdid Erxleben in his attempts further to subclas-
sify within these races."

Taking his inspiration from Blumenbach, the German scholar
Christoph Meiners (1747-1810), on the basis of the descriptions in
Dutch and Russian accounts of the peoples encountered in other parts
of the world, set up a classification of races based on what he imagined
where the uralte Stammvspira or racial prototypes of mankind. His
cogitations were published posthumously in three volumes. In the
second volume, der alte Mongolische Stamm or alte Mongolische
Stammankind, Meiners explains:

In physiognomy and physique, the Mongol diverges as much from
the usual form as does the Negro. If any nation merits being rec
ognised as a racial prototype, then it should rightfully be the Mon
gol, who differs so markedly from all other Asian peoples in his
physical and moral nature.

(1813,2: 61)3

Meiners described the cruelty of the invading hordes led by Genghis
Khan as being inherent to the 'moral nature' of the Mongoloid race,
conveniently overlooking the historically well-documented cruelties
of Western and other peoples. The serendipity of the nomenclatural
choices made by Blumenbach (1795 [1776]) and Meiners (1813)
gave rise to the A4ongoloid myth. If the Mongols were the primordial
tribe from which all peoples of the Mongoloid race descended, then
it was logical to think that the homeland of all Mongoloids lay in
Mongolia.
Jean Baptiste Bory de Saint-Vincent (1825: 323—325) subsequently

introduced the term Homo sapiens sinicus for the Ghinese, who he
thought distinct from proper Mongoloids, but the Ghinese race
would later vanish from subsequent classificatory schemes because the
Ghinese came to be seen by such early physical anthropologists as a
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mixture of the Northeast Asian 'Tungids' and the 'Palaeomongoloids'
of the Himalayas and Southeast Asia.''

I have often been told by people in Nepal and northeastern India
that their ancestors came from Mongolia. Some even adorn their lor
ries, cars and motorcycles with captions like 'Mongol' or 'Mongolian'.
When I ask them why they think so, they tell me that they are members
of the Mongoloid race or Mangol jati, which, as the name
tells us, must have originated in Mongolia. I do not have the heart to
tell them that the very idea was dreamt up by a German scholar in
Gottingen in the early 1770s, who was just imaginatively trying to
make sense of human diversity, though he had no expertise or specialist
knowledge to do so.
People in the West suffer from the same obsolete ideas. A friend

of mine from Abkhazia, who happens to be a renowned linguist,
was travelling in the United States of America with a colleague of his
from the Republic of Georgia. Whilst driving a rented car, they were
pulled over by a police officer. The obese and heavily armed man in uni
form demanded to see my friend's driving licence and then asked them,
'Are you folks Arabs?' The policeman spoke with a heavy American
accent and pronounced the word Arabs as ['eir$:bz]. Since Abkhazia
and Georgia both lie in the Caucasus, my friend responded, 'No, Sir,
we are both Caucasians'. This response somehow displeased the police
officer, who asserted, T am a Caucasian!'. My friend coolly responded,
'No, Sir, you are not a Caucasian, and you do not look particularly like
a Caucasian. We are Caucasians.' The exasperated policeman spluttered,
'... but.. . but I am white!'

In the aftermath, my friend had to explain to the American police
man where the Caucasus Mountains lay and who the Caucasians
were. However, he did not go as far as to explain that the idea that
Europeans were purportedly Caucasian originated with Blumenbach
in the early 1770s. Like the rMongoloid, the Caucasoid was another
one of his racial prototypes. Americans who apply for a driving
licence, take a Scholastic Aptitude Test or fill in any number of other
official forms are often asked to specify their race. A person of Euro
pean ancestry often checks a box saying that he or she is a 'Cauca
sian'. Some people from Asia and Africa are baffled by these racial
questions and by the choices of race on offer, which differ from one
form to another, and then end up having to decide whether they are
'coloured' or belong to some other 'race'. Although the topic of race
is taboo in America, American society is both riddled with antique
modes of thinking about race and very much in denial about widely
held racist assumptions.
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By contrast, indigenous peoples of Nepal, Sikkim, Bhutan and north
eastern India have a legitimate interest in their ancestry. Native people
of the Eastern Himalaya share a natural and logical curiosity about
why they appear to be different from the Brahmins and Chetris of
Nepal and from the majority of Indians in India. We are all interested
in where we came from, and both historical linguistics and population
genetics can shed some light on this question. Before we examine some
of the new insights from the field of ethnolinguistic phylogeography, a
number of caveats should be noted.

3. Language and genes

There is a long lineage of scholars from Julius von Klaproth and
Friedrich Max Miiller (1872) who, since the early nineteenth century,
have stressed that language and biological ancestry are two differ
ent things. There have been others too, like Sir William Jones, who
from time immemorial have confounded language and race. Generally,
people throughout history have been inclined to speak the language
spoken by their parents, but the language which we happen to speak
today may very well not be the language of our parents. Since genes are
invariably inherited by offspring from their biological parents, a proba
bilistic correlation may therefore exist between language and genes in
human populations, though this need not necessarily be so.

Historical linguistics and human population genetics present two dis
tinct windows on the past. At the same time, the time depth accessible
to historical linguistics is an order of magnitude shallower than the time
depth accessible to genetics. Language families represent the maximal
time depth accessible to historical linguists because the relatedness of lan
guages belonging to a recognised linguistic phylum represents the limit
of what can be demonstrated by the comparative method. This episte-
mological barrier represents the linguistic event horizon. Languages and
genes are independent, but correlations may exist between chromosomal
markers and language. Yet, these relationships should not be confused
with identity. The correlation of a particular genetic marker with the dis
tribution of a certain language family must not be simplistically equated
with populations speaking languages of a particular linguistic phylum.
Moreover, we must also take into account the potential skewing effects

of natural selection, gene surfing, recurrent bottlenecks during range
expansion and the sexually asymmetrical introgression of resident genes
into incursive populations. Factors such as ancient population structure
and possible ancient Y chromosomal introgression could also affect infer
ences and interpretations based on any single Y chromosomal locus when
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attempting to reconstruct migrations and elucidate the geographical ori
gins of populations (Mendez et al. 2013; van Driem 2012b). Even with
all these caveats in place, we must be especially aware of all provisos and
qualifications included in our inferences and working hypotheses when
attempting to understand East Asian ethnolinguistic phylogeography.

4. Father tongues

When studying the distribution of maternally inherited markers in" the
mitochondrial DNA and paternally inherited markers on the Y chro
mosome, population geneticists soon found that it was easier to find
statistically relevant correlations between the language of a particular
community and the paternally inherited markers prevalent in that com
munity than between the language and the most salient maternally
inherited markers found in that speech community. This Father Tongue
correlation had already been described by Poloni et al. (1997, 2000)
before the appearance of the seminal articles on Y chromosomal phy
logeography by Underbill et al. (2000, 2001). Subsequent work, e.g.
Karafet et al. (2008), further refined the resolution of the Y chromo
somal haplogroup tree.
The inference was made that paternally inherited polymorphisms

may serve as markers for linguistic dispersals in the past and that a cor
relation of Y chromosomal markers with language may point towards
male-biased linguistic intrusions. The Father Tongue correlation is ubiq
uitous but not universal. Its preponderance allows us to deduce that a
mother teaching her children their father's tongue must have been a
prevalent and recurrent pattern in linguistic prehistory. It is reasonable
to infer that some mechanisms of language change may be inherent to
this pathway of transmission. Phylogenies of autosomal single nucleo-
tide polymorphisms in whole genome studies are making headway (Li
et al. 2008), but it is still too early to tell to what extent correlations of
autosomal markers with language phyla will be identified that are as
salient as the currently observed Father Tongue correlations.
There are a number of reasons why we might expect this outcome.

Initial human colonisation of any part of the planet must have involved
both sexes in order for a population of progeny to establish itself. Once a
population is in place, however, subsequent migrations could have been
heavily gender-biased. Subsequently, male intruders could impose their
language whilst availing themselves of the womenfolk already in place.
By contrast, correlations between maternal lineages and linguistic phy
logeography discerned to date have been underwhelming. The Father
Tongue hypothesis suggests that linguistic dispersals were, at least in most
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parts of the world, posterior to initial human colonisation and that many
linguistic dispersals were predominantly later male-biased intrusions.
Such patterns are observed worldwide.
The correlation of Niger-Congo languages with Y chromosomal hap-

logroups is a striking example (Wood etal. 2005). Likewise, the martial
and male-biased historical spread of Han Chinese during the sinifica-
tion of southern China, recounted in detail in the Chinese chronicles,
is just as faithfully reflected in the genetic evidence (Wen et al. 2004).
A recent common ancestry between native Americans and indigenous
Altaians is also based preponderantly on the shared Y chromosomal
heritage and is not quite as well reflected in the mitochondrial lineages
(Dulik et al. 2012). The saliency of Y chromosomal haplogroups in
tribal and caste populations in India contrasts with the comparatively
featureless nature and antiquity of the mitochondrial landscape (Than-
seem et al. 2006; Thangaraj et al. 2006a).

Previously, it has been proposed that the spread of Y chromosomal R
subclades is likely to be linked to the dispersal of Indo-European from
an original homeland in the Pontic-Caspian steppe (van Driem 2007,
2012b), but the unfolding story of Y chromosomal R lineages will no
doubt turn out to be complex (Underbill et al. 2010). In order to be
conclusive, a fine-mesh study of populations inhabiting the Western
Himalayan region should be undertaken. Similarly, it has been pro
posed that the Y chromosomal lineage L, which shows a great diversity
of subclades on the Iranian highland, can be identified as the possible
marker of a patrilingual dispersal of Elamo-Dravidian emanating from
a region which included the Bactria and Margiana of later prehistory
(van Driem 2012b), and that one of these Y chromosomal L subclades
will appear to be correlated with the patrilingual spread of Dravid-
ian languages from the Indus Valley into southern India (van Driem
2014b). I have also proposed that haplogroup Q, an offspring clade
of Y chromosomal haplogroup P, could be a marker for the Greater
Yenisseian linguistic phylum (van Driem 2008, 2014b).

Populations forming local exceptions to the Father Tongue correla
tion, such as the Hungarians and the Balti, have been discussed elsewhere
(van Driem 2012b, 2014b). Even in areas of the globe where the Father
Tongue correlation does not hold, such as Tibetan-speaking Baltistan, we
can observe that the main Y chromosomal haplogroups are more recent
arrivals than the main maternal lineages. In the following sections, the
ancestry of the native peoples of the Eastern Himalaya is explained. In
so doing, we focus on the identification of the paternal haplogroup 02a
(M95) with the spread of Austroasiatic, haplogroup 03a3c (Ml 34) with
Trans-Himalayan, haplogroup 03a3b (M7) lineage with Hmong-Mien
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and 01 (MSY2.2) with Austro-Tai (van Driem 2007, 2012b, 2014b).
Against the background of the East Asian linguistic theory, linguistic
ancestry will be seen to correlate well with paternal ancestry.

5. The Trans-Himalayan family and the
Sino-Tibetan myth

The second most populous linguistic phylum on the planet is Trans-
Himalayan or Tibeto-Burman. Most speakers of Trans-Himalayan lan
guages today live to the north and east of the Himalayas (Figure 1.1), but
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Figure 1.1 Geographical distribution of Trans-Himalayan languages.
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Figure 1.2 Geographical distribution of the major Trans-Himalayan sub
groups. Each dot represents not just one language, but the putative
historical geographical centre of each of forty-two major linguistic
subgroups.

Source: Author

most of the over 300 different languages and three-fourths of the major
Trans-Himalayan subgroups are located to the south of the Himalayan
divide (Figure 1.2). The Trans-Himalayan linguistic phylum was first rec
ognised by Klaproth in 1823, who identified the family as consisting of
Tibetan, Chinese, Burmese and related languages. This linguistic phylum
was called Tibeto-Burman by scholars in the British Isles, e.g. Hodgson
(1857), Gust (1878), Forbes (1878), Houghton (1896).

In addition to the Mongoloid myth, another widespread myth which
has only recently come to be dispelled is the Sino-Tibetan myth. Until
1924, Sino-Tibetan was called Indo-Chinese, a hypothetical language
family containing all the languages of Asia and Oceania, including Jap
anese, the Polynesian languages and even all the languages of Papua
New Guinea. The theory was dreamt up by a Scotsman called John
Caspar Leyden, who made a meteoric career as a British civil servant
in Asia during the Napoleonic wars but then died at the age of 35 in
Indonesia. The idea that all Asian and Oceanic languages shared some
'common mixed origin' appealed to British colonial authorities.
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The Indo-Chinese tree came to be whittled down in size over time but
also became tinged with racist ideologies. The rebranding of the theory
in 1924 as Sino-Tibetan helped to disguise the racist underpinnings of
the model. Aside from its tainted history, the Sino-Tibetan family tree
itself was false and consisted of two branches, one of which was Sino-
Daic. When the Kradai or Daic languages were finally removed from
Sino-Tibetan, the reduced Sino-Tibetan tree still represented a false
phylogeny, uniting all non-Sinitic languages into a single subgroup
which Sino-Tibetanists misleadingly labelled 'Tibeto-Burman'. No
Sino-Tibetanist has ever been able to adduce any historical linguistic
evidence for this taxon and therefore for the family tree.^

Sino-Tibetan was assailed by scholars who proposed other models,
e.g. Sino-Burman (Ramstedt 1957), Sino-Himalayan (Bodman 1973,
1980) and Sino-Kiranti (Starostin 1994). Finally, even Jim Matisoff,
the retired Berkeley professor who once championed the model, has
now publicly recanted the Sino-Tibetan phylogenetic model on three
occasions.^ This step ought to be lauded as a noble act on his part
because he had previously defended the Indo-Chinese family tree ever
since, as a student at Columbia University in the 1960s, he inherited the
antiquated model from his mentor Paul Benedict. The ability to change
one's mind in the face of evidence, or the lack thereof, is a defining trait
of a scientist.

The Sino-Tibetan myth must be ousted as a false theory because this
model has continued to mislead a number of scholars even in recent
years. Yet, dispelling myths can be an arduous task because of the tenac
ity with which such narratives can take hold of the human mind. Today
the default model remains Klaproth's original Tibeto-Burman linguistic
family, augmented by all the linguistic subgroups which have come to be
recognised by linguists since 1823 to the present day (Figure 1.3). Since
2004, the newer name Trans-Himalayan has been gaining currency
for Tibeto-Burman because this neutral geographical name accurately
reflects the pivotal concentration and distribution of main subgroups of
the linguistic phylum.

6. The East Asian linguistic theory

Following in the footsteps of scholars such as Witsen (1692) and Hadri-
anus Relandus (1706,1707,1708), Klaproth challenged conventional
wisdom in 1823 by proposing a polyphyletic view of Asian language
families. In assailing the dominant biblically inspired paradigm of a
single gargantuan language family encompassing all Asian languages,
Klaproth was able to distinguish the contours of many of the known
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gla, Bodish, Nungish, Lolo-Burmese and Kachinic) straddle both
flanks of the Himalayas.

Source: Author

Asian linguistic phyla. The five major linguistic phyla recognised today
which form part of the East Asian story are Trans-Himalayan, Hmong-
Mien, Kradai, Austronesian and Austroasiatic (Figures 1.1,1.4-1.7).
Once Klaproth's polyphyletic view had been in place for nearly a

century, scholars began to discern possible long-distance relationships
between the recognised language families. We might say that for lin
guistic taxonomy, Klaproth's centrifugal step was gradually followed
by a series of centripetal steps. Gustave Schlegel (1901, 1902) agreed
with Klaproth in assessing Kradai to be unrelated to Sinitic, merely
replete with Sinitic loans, and argued instead that Kradai was related
to Austronesian. Schlegel's old theory was taken up by Benedict (1942,
1975, 1976, 1990) under the guise of 'Austro-Thai', though this puta
tive genetic link constituted just an ingredient in Benedict's grand and
poorly supported 'Japanese/Austro-Tai'.
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Weera Ostapirat (2005, 2013) was the first to present methodologi
cally sound and cogent historical comparative evidence that Kradai
and Austronesian represent coordinate branches of an Austro-Tai
family. The coordinate branches of Ostapirat's Austro-Tai represent
an ancient migration from what today is southern China across the
Taiwan Strait to Formosa, where the Austronesian linguistic phylum
established itself, whilst the proto-language ancestral to today's Kra
dai language communities remained behind on the mainland. Much
later, the Formosan exodus led to the spread of the Malayo-Polynesian
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Figure 1.7 Geographical distribution of Austroasiatic.

Source: Dr. Chr. Enderie

branch throughout the Philippines, the Malay Peninsula, the Indone
sian Archipelago, Madagascar and Oceania.
By uniting Kradai and Austronesian into Austro-Tai, Ostapirat reduced

the five major linguistic phyla to just four: Austro-Tai, Trans-Himalayan,
Hmong-Mien and Austroasiatic. Decades ago, transgressing the linguis
tic event horizon, Wilhelm Schmidt (1906) proposed an Austric macro-
family, uniting Austroasiatic and Austronesian, based on morphological
evidence drawn especially from Nicobarese. Lawrence Reid became a
proponent of Schmidt's theory but also envisaged an even larger mac-
' rofamily, proposing that Austric 'as a language family may eventually
need to be abandoned in favour of a wider language family which can be
shown to include both Austronesian and Austroasiatic languages but not
necessarily as sisters of a common ancestor' (Reid 2005: 150).
Conrady (1916,1922) and Wulff (1934,1942) each proposed a super-

family consisting of Austroasiatic, Austronesian, Kradai and Tibeto-
Burman. Benedict (1942), Blust (1996) and Peiros (1998) proposed an
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Austric superfamily comprising Austroasiatic, Austronesian, Kradai
and possibly Hmong-Mien. Then in 2001 at Perigueux, a year before he
died of congestive heart failure in Hawai'i, Stanley Starosta proposed
the East Asian linguistic phylum encompassing Kradai, Austronesian,
Tibeto-Burman, Hmong-Mien and Austroasiatic. Starosta's evidence
was meagre, yet primarily morphological in nature. The ancient mor
phological processes shared by the families of this phylum, according
to Starosta, were an agentive prefix '^<m->, a patient suffix '^<-n>, an
instrumental prefix <s-> and a perfective prefix "■<n->. The East Asian
word was ostensibly disyllablic and exhibited the canonical structure
cvcvc.

Starosta's posthumously published East Asian phylogeny was marred
by editorial errors (Starosta 2005: 183), which were later corrected
(van Driem 2005: 322). A theory of linguistic relationship at this time
depth lies at the frontier of what can be empirically demonstrated to
the satisfaction of a methodologically rigorous historical linguist. This
hypothesis will therefore remain an informed conjecture until solid
historical linguistic evidence either further supports or overturns the
model. At Benares in 2012,1 presented the tweaked East Asian family
tree depicted in Figure 1.8. The revised phylogeny is based on historical
linguistic intuitions and other types of information about population
prehistory (van Driem 2014b).

East Asian

AuK(ri>-Tai

Sino«Do(lic

HIninlnynn-Viingt/can

Austroasiatic

Vunct/canTruns-Himuliivan

Kruilai

Khasi'As lan

Formosan
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Formosan

Gongduk. \ Hmong-Mien
c(c.

Mundn
Burmn-Qlangic

Khiisi-Piikiinic
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Kiranti.
etc. Malavo-Puh ncsian

Figure 1.8 The 2012 Benares Recension: a revised East Asian phylogeny.
Source: Author
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7. East Asian and the Eastern Himalayan homeland

The populations today speaking languages of the Trans-Himalayan,
Hmong-Mien, Austroasiatic and Austro-Tai linguistic phyla are char
acterised by a preponderance of the Y-chromosomal haplogroup O.
In fact, the four linguistic phyla are each characterised by a particular
subclade of O, suggesting both a paternal spread of these language
families as well as a time depth for the putative East Asian language
family coeval with the antiquity of the paternal haplogroup O itself.
There is good reason to believe that the geographical locus of the

ancestral haplogroup NO (M214) lay in the Eastern Himalaya. When
the two paternal lineages N and O split up, the bearers of haplogroup
N set out for East Asia just after the Last Glacial Maximum, brav
ing ice and tundra, and, in a grand counterclockwise sweep, gradually
migrated across northern Eurasia as far west as Lappland (Rootsi et al.
2007; Derenko et al. 2007; Mirabal et al. 2009). I have identified this
clade with the paternal spread of Michael Fortescue's Uralo-Siberian
linguistic phylum (van Driem 2014b). The ancestral clade N"^ (M231)
is still found in the highest frequency in northern Burma, Yunnan and
Sichuan.

The fraternal clade O, which appears to be a marker for the linguistic
ancestors of the hypothetical East Asian linguistic phylum, remained
behind in the Eastern Himalaya. As temperature and humidity increased
after the Last Glacial Maximum, the Y chromosomal haplogroup O
(M175) split up into the subclades 01 (MSY2.2), 02 (M268) and 03
(M122). The three subclades can be putatively assigned to three geo
graphical loci along an east-west axis for the sake of argument and
without any claim to geographical precision. Whereas the haplogroup
01 (MSY2.2) moved to the drainage of the Pearl River and its trib
utaries in what today is Guangdong, the bearers of haplogroup 02
(M268) moved to southern Yunnan, whilst bearers of the 03 (M122)
haplogroup remained in the southeastern Himalayas, expanding their
range initially only into adjacent parts of northeastern India and north
ern Burma (Figure 1.9). The 02 (M268) clade split into 02a (M95)
and 02b (Ml76), an event which took place just before the linguistic
event horizon.

Asian rice, perhaps both japonica and indica rice, may have first
been domesticated roughly in the area hypothetically imputed to 02
(M268), which would have included southern Yunnan (van Driem
2011a, 2012a; Figure 1.9). The bearers of the subclade 02a (M95)
became the Stammvdter of the Austroasiatics (van Driem 2007;
Chaubey etal. 2010). The Austroasiatics spread from this locus initially
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03- .

. ,,. '•'''■ '(54122)^ ■ 02 (MSY2.2)

tfi

Figure 1.9 After the Last Glacial Maximum, the Y chromosomal haplogroup
O (M175) split into the subclades 01 (MSY2.2), 02 (M268) and
03 (M122). Bearers of the 02 (M268) paternal lineage domesti
cated Asian rice.

Source: Author

to the Salween drainage in northeastern Burma and to the area that
today is northern Thailand and western Laos. In time, the Austroasiat-
ics would spread as far as the Mekong delta, the Malay Peninsula, the
Nicobars and later even into eastern India, where they would introduce
both their language and their paternal lineage to indigenous peoples
of the subcontinent (Figure 1.10). Despite its prevalence in Munda
populations, the topology of haplogroup 02a does not support a South
Asian origin for this paternal lineage (Kumar et al. 2007; Chaubey
et.al. 2010). Once again the mitochondria) background is of greater
antiquity, and the paternal lineage appears to be the signature for the
spread of the language phylum and its adoption by resident popula
tions (Thangaraj et al. 2006a; Kumar et al. 2006).

Since we have associated the paternal lineage 02a (M95), which is
a derivative clade of haplogroup 02 (M268), with the Austroasiatic
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(M134)

Figure 1.10 Paternal lineages branching into new subclades. Each event involved
a linguistic bottleneck leading to language families that today are
reconstructible as distinct linguistic phyla. The 01 (MSY2.2) lin
eage gave rise to the Ola (Ml 19) subclade, which moved eastward
to the Fujian hill tracts and across the strait to Formosa, which
so became the Urheimat of the Austronesians. Bearers of 03a3b
(M7) became the Proto-Hmong-Mien. In the Eastern Himalaya,
the bearers of haplogroup 03a3c (Ml 34) expanded and became
the Trans-Himalayans. Haplogroup 02a (M95) is the Proto-
Austroasiatic paternal lineage. The para-Austroasiatic fraternal
clade 02b (iMl 76) spread eastward, sowing seed along the way.

Source: Author

language phylum, we might conjecture that Asian rice, perhaps both
japonica and indica rice, was first domesticated roughly in the general
area hypothetically imputed to 02 (M268). Whilst the bearers of the
02a (xVI95) haplogroup became the Stammvdter of the Austroasiatics,
the other derivative paternal subclade 02b (Ml76) spread eastward,
where they introduced rice agriculture to the areas south of the Yang
tze. Though the bearers of the 02b (Ml76) haplogroup continued to
sow seed as they continued to move ever further eastward, they left lit
tle or no linguistic traces, except perhaps an Austroasiatic name for the
Yangtze River in Chinese (Pulleyblank 1983). This para-Austroasiatic
paternal lineage moved as far as the Korean Peninsula and represents
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the second major wave of peopling attested in the Japanese genome (Jin
et al. 2009; Karafet etal. 2009).
We can identify the 02b (Ml 76) lineage with the Yayoi people, who

introduced rice agriculture to Japan, perhaps as early as the second
millennium BC, during the final phase of the Jomon period (Tanaka et
al. 2004; Hammer et al. 2006). The Yayoi appear also to have intro
duced other crops of continental inspiration to the Japanese archipel
ago such as millet, wheat and melons. The gracile Yayoi immigrants
soon outnumbered the more robust and less populous Jomon, who had
been the first anatomically modern humans to populate Japan. The Y
chromosomal haplogroup 02b and other O haplogroups in Japan are
later arrivals but account for more than half of all Japanese paternal
lineages, with their highest frequencies in Kyushu. A Father Tongue
theory for Altaic which assumes no close affinity between Altaic and
Uralo-Siberian entails that an antique C haplogroup, perhaps C3, rep
resents an early trace of a paternally disseminated linguistic phylum at
a great time depth. Much of this old linguistic stratum was lost long
ago. The remnants of this Father Tongue survive in Japan as Japanese
and elsewhere in Asia as the other languages of the Altaic language
family, i.e. Korean, Tungusic, Mongolic and Turkic.®^ Another Father
Tongue, anciently introduced to Japan by the bearers of the Y chromo
somal haplogroup D2 (M55), survives today as Ainu.
At the dawn of the Holocene in the Eastern Himalaya, haplogroup

03 (M122) gave rise to the ancestral Trans-Himalayan paternal lin
eage 03a3c (M134) and the original Hmong-Mien paternal lineage
03a3b (M7). The bearers of the polymorphism 03a3c (M134) stayed
behind in the area comprising Nepal, Sikkim, Bhutan, northeastern
India, southeastern Tibet and northern Burma, whilst the bearers of
the 03a3b (M7) lineage migrated eastward to settle in the areas south
of the Yangtze. On their way, the early Hmong-Mien encountered
the ancient Austroasiatics, from whom they adopted rice agriculture.
The intimate interaction between ancient Austroasiatics and the early
Hmong-Mien not only involved the sharing of knowledge about rice
agriculture technology, but also left a genetic trace in the high frequen
cies of haplogroup 02a (M95) in today's Hmong-Mien and of hap
logroup 03a3b (M7) in today's Austroasiatic populations.
On the basis of these Y chromosomal haplogroup frequencies, Cai

et al. (2011: 8) observed that Austroasiatics and Hmong-xMien 'are
closely related genetically' and ventured to speculate about 'a Mon-
Khmer origin of Hmong-Mien populations'. It would be more precise
to infer that the incidence of haplogroup 03a3b (M7) in Austroasi
atic language communities of Southeast Asia indicates a significant
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Hmong-Mien paternal contribution to the early Austroasiatic popula
tions whose descendants settled in Southeast Asia, whereas the inci
dence of haplogroup 03a3b (M7) in Austroasiatic communities of
the Indian subcontinent is undetectably low. On the other hand, the
incidence of Y chromosomal haplogroup 02a amongst the Hmong-
Mien appears to indicate a slightly more modest Austroasiatic paternal
contribution to Hmong-Mien populations than vice versa.
As the Hmong-Mien moved eastward, the bearers Of haplogroup

02b (Ml 76) likewise continued to move east. Even further east, the
01 (MYS2.2) paternal lineage gave rise to the Ola (Ml 19) subclade,
which moved from the Pearl River drainage eastward to the Mm River
drainage in the hill tracts of Fujian and across the strait to Formosa,
which consequently became the Urheimat of the Austronesians (cf.
Abdulla et al. 2009). Back west in the Eastern Himalaya, the bear
ers of Y chromosomal haplogroup 03a3c (M134) expanded further
throughout Sichuan and Yunnan, north and northwest across the
Tibetan plateau as well as further westward across the Himalayas and
southward into the Indo-Burmese borderlands. In the southwest on the

Brahmaputra Plain, the early Tibeto-Burmans encountered Austroasi-
atics, who had preceded them.

If we assume a linguistic dispersal in which languages were spread
by populations in which a particular paternal lineage was dominant,
then the Malayo-Polynesian expansion via the Philippines into insular
Southeast Asia must have entailed the introduction of Austronesian

by bearers of the Y chromosomal haplogroup Ola (M119) to resi
dent communities, in which an originally Austroasiatic paternal lin
eage 02a (M95) was and would remain dominant even after linguistic
assimilation, and other older paternal lineages also persisted (Karafet
et al 2005; Li et al 2008). Similarly, Malagasy is linguistically clearly
Austronesian, but genetically the Malagasy trace both their maternal
and paternal ancestries equally to Borneo and to the African mainland
(Hurles et al 2005).
The ancestral Trans-Himalayan paternal lineage 03a3c (M134)

spread from the Eastern Himalaya in a northeasterly direction across
East Asia to the North China Plain. Subsequently, at a far shallower
time depth, the Tibeto-Burman paternal lineage 03a3c (M134) spread
from the Yellow River basin into what today is southern China, begin
ning with the Han expansion southward during the Qin dynasty in the
third century bc. The ancestral Tibeto-Burman paternal lineage 03a3c
(Ml34) is intrusively present in the Korean Peninsula and beyond,
although Uralo-Siberian populations such as the Evenki predomi
nantly retain the paternal lineage N. The distribution map of major
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Trans-Himalayan linguistic subgroups shows the centre of linguistic
phylogenetic diversity to be rooted squarely in the Eastern Himalaya,
with outliers trailing off towards the Loess plains of the Yellow River
basin in the northeast. This geographical projection of Trans-Himalayan
linguistic diversity appears to reflect the spread of the paternal 03a3c
(Ml34) lineage putatively associated with this linguistic dispersal.

Molecular genetic findings shed light both on ethnolinguistic prehis
tory and its unrecorded sociolinguistic dimensions, and often popula
tion geneticists find molecular corroboration of what some linguists
and ethnographers have been claiming for centuries. Although paternal
ancestry only represents a very small segment of our ancestry, emerging
autosomal findings appear, at least in part, to corroborate the recon
struction presented here for meridional East Asia (Chaubey et al. 2010;
Jinam et al. 2013). Correlations between linguistic, archaeology and
genetics must inform a chronologically layered view of ethnolinguistic
prehistory (Bellwood et al. 2011; van Driem 2011b).
The Eastern Himalaya from the Dhaulagiri to the Liangshan and more

particularly the region comprising Nepal, Sikkim, Bhutan, southeastern
Tibet and northeastern India furnished the cradle for the ethnogenesis
of all East Asian language families: Trans-Himalayan, Hmong-Mien,
Austroasiatic and Austro-Tai. At even greater time depths, the Uralo-
Siberian and Altaic linguistic phyla too may have ultimately originated
in the Eastern Himalaya. In the hoary past, when our anatomically mod
ern ancestors emerged from Africa on their way to East Asia, Southeast
Asia, Oceania, Siberia, the Americas and even Lappland, many of these
ancestors must at one point have passed through the Eastern Himalayan
region and crossed the mighty Brahmaputra.

Notes

1 Nomen liuic varietati a Caucaso monte, turn quos vicinia eius et maxime
quidem australis plaga pulcherrimam hominum stirpem, Georgianam
foveat; turn quod et omnes physiologicae rationes in eo conspirent, in ean-
dem regionem, si uspiam, primes humani generis avtochthones verisimil-
lime ponendes esse.

2 Julien-Joseph Virey distinguished 'cinq races principals' (all in Tome I: 124).
The first race is 'la celtique', which has various types ranging from 'les scan-
dinaves' in the northwest to the 'scythes, persans, arabes, maures ... et meme
les indous cisgangetiques' in the southeast (pp. 129-131), whereas 'la racine
originelle des mongols se partagent en trois branches' (pp. 131, 132), i.e.
those 'qui embrasse presque toute la circonference du pole arctique . .. esqui-
maux. tschutchis, kamtschadales ... koriaques, ostiaques, gakates, jukagres,
samoiedes . . . lapons'. 'La seconde division' comprised 'les eleuths et cal-
mouks ... les tunguses, baskirks, kosaques vrais . . . kirguis, tschouvaches,
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burattes, soongares . . . tous les peuples mantcheoux du nord de la Chine, et
les tribus tangutiques du Thibet' (pp. 133, 134). 'Les mogols meridionaux'
comprised 'les chinois, les japonais, les coresiens, tonquinois, cochinchinois,
les habitans d'lesso, plusieurs thibetains, siamois, etc.' (p. 135). The third
race comprised 'les tribus malaies' throughout insular Southeast Asia and
Madagascar (pp. 136,137). The fourth race was 'I'espke negre', which com
prised sub-Saharan Africa as well as the people 'de la nouvelle Hollande [i.e.
Australia] . . . et la nouvelle Caledonie'. Virey named the fifth race 'caraibe',
which was disseminated throughout the Americas.

3 Die Gesichts - und Kbrperbildung der Mongolen steht von der gewohnlichen
Form eben so sehr ab, als die der Neger. Und wenn irgend eine Nation verdi-
ent, als uraltes Stammvolk betrachtet zu werden; so kommt dieser Nahme
mit recht den von alien anderen Asiatischen Volkern, der korperlichen und
moralischen Beschaffenheit nach so sehr verschiedenen Mongolen zu.

4 Jean Baptiste Bory de Saint-Vincent (1825: 297) distinguished the 'Espece
Sinique, Homo sinicus. Presque toujours, mais improprement confondue
avec la precedente sous le nom Mongole' (comprising 'Coreens, Japonais,
Chinois, Tonkinois, Cochinchinois, Siamois, et des Hommes qui peuplent
('empire du Birman') as distinct from the Tungid type, which he inappro
priately labelled 'Espece Scythique, Homo scythicus (p. 296), comprising
'Turcomans, Kirguises, Cosaques, Tartares, Kalmouks, Mongols et Man-
tchoux' (p. 294). Borv de Saint-Vincent also distinguished 'Espece Hindoue,
Homo iudicus' (p. 300) and 'Espece Hyperboreenne, Homo hyperboreus',
comprising '. . . les Ostiaks, les Tonguses et les Jakoutes ... les Jukaghires,
les Tchoutchis, les Kouriaques, et quelques hordes de Kamtschadales . . .'.

5 The figures drawn by Dr. Chr. Enderle are reproduced from George van
Driem's contribution to Nepal: An Introduction to the Natural History,
Ecology and Human Environment in the Himalayas (2015) with the gra
cious permission of the editors Colin Pendry and Georg Miehe.

6 This long episode in linguistic history has been recounted elsewhere (van

7 The first such pronouncement took place on 29 October 2009 at the 4th Inter
national Conference on Austroasiatic Linguistics at Mahidol University, the sec
ond on 24 February 2012 in a talk entitled 'The present state of Sino-Tibetan
studies: Progress and outstanding issues' at a special seminar for the Hakubi
Project and Centre for Southeast Asian Studies at Ky5to University and the third
on 26 October 2012 at the 45th International Conference for Sino-Tibetan Lan
guages and Linguistics at Nanyang Technological University in Singapore.

8 iMartine Robbeets (2014) applies 'Altaic', the traditional name of this linguis
tic phylum, just to the language family comprising only Tungusic, Mongolic
and Turkic, and she has introduced the new label 'Trans-Eurasian for the lin
guistic phylum encompassing Japonic, Koreanic and 'Altaic' sensu Robbeets.
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